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Abstract 

The technology for commercialization of vapor dominated hydro
thermal geothermal systems has been demonstrated worldwide. Although 
water dominated hydrothermal geothermal systems produce significant 
a:oo'.lnts of elect_ric power in several countries, its commercialization 
hel" not been dei:\onstrated in the United States. Utilization of the 
Seo?ressure and hot-dry rock geothermal resources is still in the R&D 
stage and not likely to impact significantly on total geothermal energy 
pO-'le:::- production until the last decade of the century. Thus ,the 
g:cm,th in utilization of the hydrothermal resource is of paramount 
importanoe in the near- to mid-term development of a geothermal industry 
in the U.S. 

An anal}~tical relationship has been developed between the tempera
ture and the number of hydrothermal systems. The information is 
sufficient to estimate various levels of potential development of the 
hydrothermal resources with ter:;peratures high enough for electric pOl'Ter 
generation (T > 150°C) from a 10 .. , of 100 up to a high of 450 for the 
eleven western states. Some impacts of the temperature distribution of 
this resource are examined. 

Previous estimates of the growth of geothermal electric pOlver 
production are examined and it is found that all but the most conserva
tive are too high for 1985. The present estimate for 1985 is less than 
4000 ).JWe installed. The previous high estimates ""ere all based on a 
significant increase in the growth rate of geothermal generation capa
bility, usually occurring in the late '70s. The present information _ 
shol"s the past rate of installing generating capacity and its estimated 
grolvth to 1985 to be at the rate of lOx every 10 years. '1'his is a 
large growth rate and should it continue to 1990, the installed MWe 
will be 10,000. The introduction in utilization of Ivater dominated 
systems in the early 1980s is necessary for this achievement. The 
introduction of power generation from geopressure and hot-dry rock 
resources is necessary for continued high growth beyond 1990. 
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Introduction 

The near-term utilization of geothermal energy in the United 
States is dependent on rnany fD.ct~.)rs. A complete discu3sion of this 
topic could lead us into at least all ()r some of ehe fo'.lo;.;ing area';; 

1) Evaluation of the resource base 

2) Estimates of growth in utilization and the assumptions 
in these est-imates 

3) The risks as perceived by utilities and how these ,vill 
affect the growth 

4) A wide gamut 'of institutional issues -- which affect 
development from exploration through power production 

5) Environmental problems 

6) Financing 

All these topic.:s are important to the near-t(~rm utilization, The key 
issue in this is: ,,/hat's out there -- what is tha resource? Much ot: 
the intormation that ,ve have on the geothermal resource is due to long
term careful Vlork by the U.S.G.S. This Vlork VIas going on during the 
40' sand 50' s long before geothermal energy vias considered an attractive 
alternate energy source. . 

During that period other important efforts which led to the first 
successful U·.S. commercialization at the Geysers in 1960 were also 
being made by the farsighted geothermal pioneers. After discussing the 
resource I will address the growth in utilization. ~Vlill discuss some 
of the other areas as appropriate. It is my belief that this approach 
will most clearly focus on the utilization of geothermal energy in the 
next 10-15 years. 

Figure 1 lists the classification of the geothermal resource types 
and the status of their utilization. This information indicates that 
the hydrothermal convection systems will dominate the utilization of 
geothermal energy until near the end of the century. Therefore, an 
analysis of the potential of hydrothermal convective systems is essen
tial to understanding the growth in utilization of geothermal energy in 
the next 15 years. All current utilization of geothermal energy is 
from the· hydrothermal convective systems. 

(1.~~S~f!~A'lTIO~ @lFtG~C'lfiMa:il7t~.BU" ~~~@t'R~~S 

WHEN 

SYSTEM TYPE 

HYDROTHERMAL CONVECTION 
Vapor Dominated 
Water Dominated 

HOT IGNEOUS 
Solidified 
All or Partially Molten 

CONDUCTION DOMINATED 
Geopressure 
Normal Pressure 
Normal Gradient 

or Basement 

Figure 1 

UTILIZABLE 

now 
now-soon 

late 1980's 
unknown 

late 1980's 
unknown 

unknown 
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Figure 2 exanlines the hydrothermal convection systems in more 
detail. Over 99% of the production of electric energy from geothermal 
,-O;l1es fron naturally occurring st.eam or high grade water dominated 
systems which flash easily into stearn. These are the systems ",hich are 
least common in or::currence and in a true r.;ense \-le al;e hy-grading the 

thprmal r~sources capable of electric generation. This parallels 
F<1:~ l ~(12ve~J.cpi(12n t of pther na tUr'al resources * An in t~r-'2stL.1g 

La eLI ce of t;,is t.c1ble L, that the lowes t grade hydrothermal resource is 
Drovidingthe largest energy utilization Horldt-,ide. This makes geo
·~hermal energy somewhat unique from other natural resources in that the 
10'.-;8s1: grade resources can and are being heavily utilized while the 
~ajor high grade resources still exist. This is not the case in the. 
enited Stat~s where 522 ~fr~ ar~ generated at the Geysers and less than 
16 Nwt elsewhere in non-electric uses. '1'his situation is certainly a 
H,flection of many different institutional factors operating in the 
countries involved; it appears likely that the institutional factors in 
the united States will cause this ratio to continue into the near 
future. 

TYPE 

VAPOR DOMINATED 
(200°-240°C) 

WATER DOMINATED 

High TemperatUre 
High Grade 
(>2100 C) 

High Temperat'Jre 
Lower Grade 
(150°-210°C) 

Moderate 
Temperature 

(90°-150°C) 

Low Temperature 
(50o··g00e) 

. NUMBER 
OF 

S'lSre/';fS 

4 

9 

0 

large 

large 

Figure 

1975 
WORLD WIDE 
GENERATION 

973 MWe 

.336 MWe 

0 

-5000 MWt 

2 

UTILIZATION 
TECHNOLOGY 

Steam Turbines 

F lash Steam to 
Steam Turbines 

Binary Cycle 

Heating, Cooling, 
Drying 

Heating, 
Baleanology, 
Argiculture 

':i.'he u.S.G.S. (Ref. 1) has recently assessed the geothermal re
:'O·.:rces of the United states. Figure 3 lists a summary of their 
··'··o'.,lts. This figure provides several pieces of important information. 

,he least abundant energy source is the one currently capable of 
_ :.::ensive development. 2) The estimated electrical potential for this 
,'":lst abundant resource type is large. The energy content equals 

:000 /-llve cent identified ""ith 4x that inferred; this is large enough 
~rcvide significant electrical generation capability in the western 

.::0:-:3 of the United States where these resources are located. 3) The 
~ .. ,"' potential in the other geothermal resource types for Hhich the 
.1~zJtion.technology is in the research stage -- is orders of magni-

.. '"" larger than the convective systems and represents an almost unlimi.
-<: pot·~ntial. 
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ii:;$'ii'tM XrH) ~:OlX1 f~:Ojo'j '4 ;~1H 
i),J.Si. ,~~~:ih~:i'm~j ~C~II!:~~-"'/~#j 

1018 CALORIES % 

HYDROTHERMAL CONVECTION 
Vapor Dominated ~50 0.0006 ~ 

Water Dominated 
Electric >150"C ~1600 0.0194 
Non~Electric <150°C ~1400 0.D170 

HOT IGNEOUS ~100;000 1~;11 

CONDUCTIVE 
Geopressure -- -140,000 no 
Normal Gradient -3,000,000 97.05 

Reference: USGS 

Figure 3 

RELATIVE 
AMOUNTS 

31 
28 

2000 

2830 

'Dis'trlbuti6n of Hydrothermal Convection ;Systems 

The hydrothermal convection systems reflect in some ways'the 
temperature, extent and frequency of occurrence of heat sources near 
the earth's surface. It is for this reason that they play so prominent 
a role in exploration for geothermal :t:,8sources. The largest numbers of 
hydrothermal convection systems are found at the lCMer temperatures~~ 
As the temperatures increase there should be a sharp decrease in the 
number of systems and~ a't the highest temperatures the occurrence should 
be limited to just a few systems. Hopefully, an examination of the 
distribution of systems versus temperature would behave in an orderly 
manner. If so, it might be possible to improve our understanding of 
them. 

The data contained in Waring "Thermal Springs of the \'i'orld" (Ref. 2) 
and in U.S.G.S. Circular 726 "Assessment of Geothermal Resources of the 

"United States - 1975!' (Ref.., 1) provide the bas,ic ,information for this 
exam ina tion. ' '" 

Wari~g's book is an attempt to tabulate information on all the 
known hot springs, warm springs, -fumeroles, etc,. l'Ie11 over 1000 indi,.. 

, vidual, spring groups are listed in~ Waring for the .eleven western state". 
The temperature of the water at the surface 'is given for about 800' 
springs or hot spring groups. The temperature data in Waring on the 
thermal springs in the eleven conterminous \-Iestern states and plotted, 
in Figure 4 as frequency versus 50 temperature increments. Observe 
that the distribution versus temperature is as expected, the larger 
population occurs at the lower temperatures and drops off rapidly as 
temperature increases~ 214 syste,ms listed only as hot and \'Iarm will 
impact most heavily in the lower half of the temperature range making 
the expected distribution more pronounced. 

Figure 5 plots the temperature as a function -of the logar-ithm of 
the accumulated number of systems. This suggests a log-normal plot 
common to many other naturally occurring systems. The apparent dist~~
bution decrease at lower temperatures is probably the result of sam
pling, i.e., ignoring lmver temperature systems. The conclusion abc"'" 
the distribution is that ,a linear relationship exists between the 
logarithm of the total number of systems and 'temperature. 
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Figure 5 
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Circular 726 assesses- all the ge-othermal resource types. - It also 
assesses the hydrothermal convective resources of the u.s. from data 
that is available to the U.S.G.S. on 257 systems that hav~ indicated 

subsurface temperatures greater than 90°C. 

Figure 6 plots my compilation of the data contained-in Circular '7Z6-, 
for the 257 systems. 'Ehis curve also c,ho\'ls 3. stronc! linear relation
sn:!-p. bet ... veen log total number V~£SU:;3 tempera tuX(~. 

T~~Plit~iilJ~1!: f:OJS:rllUISUiilOiN 
@F IHlV!!)'it@'rf}illliRb\1,~fl. 

C@MWte!CVI(l)lH 5;r5V~~!S 
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Figure 6 

300 350 400 

The linear relation~hip for temperature distribution versus 
numbers of g~othermal systems observed gives us an important technique 
to estimate the numbers of hydrothermal convection system~each tem
perature range in the western U.S. The assumptions in the discussion 

that follows are: 

1) 

2) 

That the observed relationship represents the temperature 
distribution of the hydrothermal convection systems. 

rhat this relationship Itlill hold as additional systems 
are discovered.-

The va,lidity of these assu!nption-s is' b-ased on the' observed fit 
between the 257 systems as a large enough sample to represent the true 
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rn1ationship and the fact that a similar rela,tionship exists for the 
;';~r times as many systems reported in Waring. 

At this time no method exists of uniquely determining the distri
'",;-ion so we can only discuss possible levels. There are several lines 
~;-l-easoning that can be used to suggest 400°C as the upper limit for 
: ,,-::e scale hydrothermal convect.ion systems. This has been used 'co 
",,~~~'~;idt3 a. t.\~:o~1.d uf:JtJe:c limi-t of <400C>C to the e5timdted cLLstribution in
~~:3 Oa{J2r but is not meant to be a definitive statement on what that 
~~;er" limit is. - - --

Figure 7 lists the distribution of the calculated curve versus 
:cmperature ranges relevant to utilization technology. AlsQ listed is 
"',,0 observed data from Circular 726. This table scales the numbers of 
,::;;tems that can be estimated for each temperature range when the total 
n::Jtbers of systems are 2x and 5x the calculated curve. If the actual 
;-;u::tbers of geothermal systems is near the calculated distribution we 
see t_hat approximately 2/3 of· the systems capable-of both electric and 
~igh temperature non-electric utilization have been discovered. This 
could have significance to the- U .-S. 'geothermal exploration -effort. If' 
chedistribution is this, the potential for development of hydrothermal 
convective geothermal systems beyond what has been reported in Cir
cular 726 may be limited. 

USGS 1X 2X 5X 

ELECTRIC UTI LlZATION 

T>210oC 14 13 36 90 
T .:t,50oC-210oC _ 52. 82 164 410 

NON-ELECTRIC UTILIZATION 
T 100°C-150°C 196 325 650 1625 
T 50°C-100°C 1400· 2800 7000 

Number at 15°C 5000 10,000 25,000 

Figure 7 

If the nurnbers of systems are2x to 5x the calculated distribution, 
slgnif icant nel., oppoxtuni ties exist for discovery. Obviously, for 2x 
_:he knO\Vl1 systems only 1/3 of the potential number above 100°C are 
-'iscovered. Significantly more exist for 5x. These curves are com
:-an~d in Figure 8. - If the scaling factor exc-eeds· 5 the numbers· of 
"ystems gets quite large. There is, however, the real question of how 
CCJr:y high-temperature hydrothermal convection systems of any signifi-· 
:ant size can exist without surface manifestafion? Since the fluids in 
:!lese sys tams are derived from metor ic ,-raters they have peneb-rated the 
earth via fractUres. Similar frac.tures probably exist for the heated 
:ess dense fluids to rise to the surface. These fractures can be 
~losed by precipitation from the geothermal brine -solutions·; they can 
1180 be reopened by solution and/or further fracturing processes (e.g., 
:Julting). Over long geologic time these processes may alternate. In 
,~,y case it seems reasonable to expect many of these systems \vill have 
Slr~ace manifestations and it may be found that most will. It is for 
c:~is re<lsonthat a scaling factor bet\veen 1 and 2 cannot be dismissed 
::,til we have more information on "blind" systems in spite Qf the 

siJ:irnism by those -\';ith significant leasing positions. The only "blind"
:,'stem found to date (the Marysville, Montana anomaly) appears to be 
-,'"i ted to a temperattire of 100°C which does not qualify it as a high 
->';:'perature system. It does_not appear in_the U.S.G.S. estima,te but 
~!th an estimated energy content of 5.0 (1018 ) calories becomes the 
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17th largest geothermal system! Its potential for power p'roduction 
nil wi.th present and proj~cted utilization~echnol()gy. 

k:l~i1'JMA':r~ ifj1 fi~:r~:~O;n,u}t~,4:" 
C@:1.rtf[!~V~O~ 5'lf§I'~l!Aij3 

Number of Systems 

10,000 

.. 1000 

100 

10 

o 
o 50 100 150 200 250· 300 350 400 

Temperature, °c 

Figure 8 

The desired conclusion to this would be a discussion of what. the 
numbers of systems as a function of temperature means to electric pO'lier 
production from hydrothermal convective systems. 'rhis is not possible 
l'lith the available data. The U.S.G.S. has estimated the reserves and 
paramarginal resources from the known high temperature systems to be 
about 23,000 MWe for 30 years and perhaps 75,000 HIve still to be dis
covered. This estimate contained carefully documented.assumptioDs on 
costs, recovery, price, etc. and appears to be as good an estimate as 
can be made with the available data. 

We C'an hO\~ever make some conclusions about the size of the .re
source.:. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

There is not likely to exist thousands of systems 
capable of electric production using presently available 
technology, Le., > 150°C.' .' ". -

It looks like only a few hundred systems exist. 

A conservative estimate of about 100 systems cannot be 
ruled out. 

The previous discussion is. important because it allows us :to 
examine the effects of possible numbers of the hydrothermal convective 
systems. That Hill determine the long term potential of this least 
abundant of geothermal resources. The imluediate growth in utilization 
will be dependent on the development of knol<fn hydrothermal resources. 
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This will in turh be dependent on the state of development of utiliza7 
tion technology. 

Growth in utilization 

·Utilization technology f~r the vapor dominated systems appears to 
be \,/~~12 .. in hand at. three IdLc1aly spaced locations throughout- the ~'torld, 
inc 1. ud,inJ the U. S. Geysers field which is the IVorld' s largest. Certai,n 
problems of environmental coritrol exist but these appear to be being' 
worked out at existing plants. Flashed steam plants are in operation 
in eight different locations in the world. Several candidate systems 
are known to exist in the U.S.; the reason that none have been devel
oped is not exactly certain. It seems likely that a combination of 
perceived or real risks and institutional factors have combined to 
deter the development of flashed stearn systems in the U.S. The current 
best estima+~e for utilization of this technology in the U.S. is in the 
early ].980s. 

,The binary cycle appears-to b~ the pr~ferred method of utilization 
for electrical generation' from geothermal systems "hose temperatures 
are between 150°C and about 210°C.' As the temperature decreases, the 
amount of steam that flashes decreases significantly. The binary cycle 
uses a liquid lvi th a boiling point lower than water as the l'IorJ<ing 
fluid <:hus permi t ~i ng operation at lo~,.,er temperatur23. A. 75 J:.flf'le 
ge,)t.h2:-~.dl bina2.-y ~)~ant. is reported to be in operation in Siberia. A 
3.8 :;"',' bi.r.Cl~y plant is in operation in Japan using xylene as the heat 
supplying fluid. -The technology of heat exchangers for use I-lith high 
brine concentrations is developed for the chemical process industry. 
~hus, all the elements of the binary plant appear to be operable, 
ho·..rever no large scale binary geothermal plant has yet been operated. 
It a??8arS that the binary cycle ,-,ill be demonstrated in the U. S. by 
the early 1980s as a result of the EPRI or ERDA programs. 

EPRI is in 'the first stages of a feasibility study to evaluate the 
potential of two areas for a possible full scale hydrothermal demon
stra ti,o;, plant. One of the reservoirs under consideration, Heber, 
Californi.a hes a tempe2:"ature between 150°C and 210°C and the binary 
cycle is under serions consideration as the method of utilization. 
Should the decision be cade to go with a binary plant at Heber, the 
binary cYcle could be in operation in the United States as early as 
1980. 

I have attempted to estimate the near term grolVth in the pro
duction of electricity from geothermal energy. Figure 9 lists the 
estir"ates for 1985 by area. These estimates were made using published 
information and' when possible the information has been compared with 
::nOlqledgeable' estimates, by industry people. The estimates that could 
be checked do not differ significantly from those given; thus the total 
should be reasonably accurate. 

For the Geysers, the only vapor system, 1800 Mlve in 1985 is the 
esti.mate by PG&E filed with the California Public Utilities Commission. 
':'he 2130 Hlle estinate considers the possibility of another utility 
developing a plant at the Geysers. 

The important point to note in the estimate is the development of 
-"ater dominated resources. This development assumes a 50 NIVe plant at 
;:~h'3r in 1980 to be the first I-later dominated plant. This is assumed 
~J be successful in the case of the upper limit and this s~ccess 
',':!.mulates rapid implementation of development plans for other \'later 
C8::linated areas. In the case of the lm,er estimate for Heber, for 198-5-
'; 50 Hile) problems are found which slow do\.,n the rate of development by 
;e yeer. The supposed problems at Heber 'and other problems combine to 

"'C'd other development down at other geothermal areas in the lower 
"3:1mate case. Figure 10 summarizes this information. It is presented 
:) sho<.., the predominate effect of the Geysers apd to a lesser _extent 
-::'2 If'lperial Va-lley on the projection. 
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VAPOR DOMINATED 

Th~' Geysers 

WAH,R DOMINATED 

Niland 

Brawley 

Valles Caldera 

Long Valley 

Coso Hot Springs 

Roosevelt 

Heber 

East Mesa 

, Cove Fort'Sufplnlrdale

Raft River 

TOTAL 

Figure 9 

1800-2'130 

160-2'10 

150-200 

150-250 

JIO-20,O 

50-100 

150-250 

150-250 

'100-150 

-150~250 

50-100 

3910-4090 

m$1'!~A if~D G!~TM:E~~~a. ~oWnt P:lU)DUitTaO~ 
1985 MWe 

THE GEYSERS 1800-2130 

IMPERIAL VALLEY 510-810 

OTHERS 700-1150 

TOTAL 3010-4090 

Figure 10 

Other estimates of potential power production from geothermal 
energy have been made over the last five'years. A compilation bfmany 
of these for 1985' is given iii Figure 11. The assumptions used and the 
purposes for these projections were often different and this obviously 
explains some of the variations. Other important factors causing these 
differences are the assumed introduction date in utilization of the 
water dominated systems and the amounts of institutional stimUlation 
geothermal development vlOuld receive. The range in estimates of the 
lqational Petro;Leum C~:>uncj.l (NPC) in 1971 reflects this: 

This figure exhibits several interesting points. There is an 
envelope of decreasing maximum projection of 1985 power production with 
increasing time. The minimum or conservate estimate has stayed rea
sonably constant with time and is essentially the same as, proposed in 
this paper. \'Ihile there is reason for confidence in this paper's 
estimate of electric power production from geothermal resources, it is 
not a certainty. Agreement with past conservative estimates does not 
increase its reliability. Most of the expert's I talked,to f-elt the 
projections in this paper l'lere not pessimistic and the 4000 11I'7e probably 
were optimistic. Therefore, it is possible that the electrical pro
duction of geothermal energy v,ill not increase the proj ected 5-7 times 
in the next nine years. 
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MWe, thousands 

1000 /. 

1 00 Previous 

10 

Projections 
for 1985 

NPC1 e 

NPC2 & I? BXBNW 

NPC3 0 ~I 1MD 
NPC4~ 

G{F "IF~ 
J> 

,./{ 
Water 
Dominated 

1""/'/'~1" 2#- , __ -'-_ 

1%0 1965 -Irno 1975 1980 1985 1990 

Figure 11 

1995 

~CiT_.':'e 12 shows the actual and estimated produQtion of electricity 
~,.ith time and cont.ains several important pieces of information. 'l:he 
:::03:: and obvious point. is that-the log HIVe versus years plotapproxi-
1:1<1::e5 c' straight line over the available information -- both actual and 
estir"3.ted. ':his is important because the time spans 25 years. l'lith 
this background hopefully the established trend line can be extra
polated with some confidence for a few years. The trend established 
5ho~s a factor of 10 increase in geothe~mal energy production every 10 
years! This will essentially be the case in 1985 even if the low 
cs~ir,1ate 6f 3000 l-rr~e is ,·,hat occurs. This implies a doubling time of 
3.3 years and is an impressive growth rate. Extrapolation of the curve 
t8 1990 suggests that the potential geothermal power production is 
: ~ ,000 >H'7e. 

The past estimates of prodUction for 2000 are not plotted as there 
:s little basis for accepting them. An extrapolation of the production 
2'Jrve in Figure 12 would predict 100,000 NWe in 2000. This extrapo
lation cannot be taken seriously; however, it might indicate an upper 
::~it to the potential for geothermal energy in 2000. 

The information shows the progress of an infant industry. start
:~-? from an admittedly small base the geothermal industry has grown 
;~lckly and steadily. From the information that is available this fast 
I~d steady growth should continue at least another 10 years. This is 
\~ aChievement -- which the industry can be proud of and should the 
',,:ectric pOI',er production be 3500 HIve in 1985 the industry will have 
-: -:ed up to its potential. 

This lOx increase in electrical production for geothermal energy 
-:~~0t obviously continue without new resource or technology develop-
-:-~s. The curve indicates that the ,vater dominated systems are needed 
-~ the 1980-1990 time frame to continue the trend established early in 
- :,':- c

1
evelopment of the vapor systems. 
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MWe, thousands 
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/ '.Mater 

1 I-
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;PjV~ 

~fS~'-
Geysers eI,c/&-

/
r Vapor Dominated 

0.1 

• • "'",' ''''m'''" 
0.01" I l.~ __ .LL....I---,-I __ L..._...l..-_....J 

1960 1965 HJ7tJ '1975 1980 1"85 1990 1995 

Figure 12 

As the available hydrothermal convective system:, bi"cc::.c" :""'<" 
any attempt to maintain the established grovlth 'rate 'must. ::-e::/ 
ficant inp'.lts from ,the hot igneous ,and geopress,uresyste!:l:l. 
for this appears ,to'be in the early 1'990' s. This means th.:tt to'." 
research and development programs for their utilization "viE ::,w" 
demonst.rate technological feasibility in the late 1980's, "::lta V"" 

must be done in the next fe\'/ years. 

1) 

2) 
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